2019
Wisconsin Archery Alliance
State Outdoor FITA
Hosted by Blackhawk Bowhunters of Verona/Madison & Wisconsin Archery Alliance

Saturday, July 20
One‐day Saturday Only Tournament
Practice 9:00a – 9:45a
Official Practice (2 ends) & Scoring begins at 10:00a
WAA Membership or USAA & WI Residence Required for Awards
Guests Also Welcome
Food & Beverages will be available at the Club for purchase
A call, text or e‐mail of interest in a shooting spot is appreciated for planning purposes. Walk‐ins welcome, space permitting.
Shooting Fees collected day of Tournament: $20 Senior/Master, $15 Youth Divisions

To Pre‐register, or for additional information, contact:
Jeff Button
608‐206‐1268
jeffbutton.wi@gmail.com
Tournament Format as Follows*: Shooting a 72‐arrow OR Qualifier Round consisting of 12 ends, 6 arrows per end at the 122cm (colored)
target face. Scoring X10‐10‐9‐8‐7, etc.. State Awards will be based on the Qualifier Round totals and handed out following completion of the
round. Following a short lunch break we will shoot a bracketed head‐to‐head shoot‐off for all interested archers completing the OR Round.
The shoot‐off is not mandatory, but there will be some additional incentive awards for those finishing in the top 4. Rankings for the OR Shoot‐
off will be based on your Qualifier scores, all Divisions will be mixed and shooting their respective distances for the Shoot‐off. Shoot‐offs will
consist of 2 ends, 6 arrows/end, high score moves on. In the case of a tie, a single arrow, closest to center, will determine the match winner.
The match play will be handicapped so all competitors have an opportunity to win.
Divisions:

Bowman (<13 as of 12/31)
Cub (<15 as of 12/31)
Cadet (<18 as of 12/31)
Junior (<21 as of 12/31)
Senior (21 or older as of 12/31)
Master 50+ (50 or older as of 12/31)
Master 60+ (60 or older as of 12/31)
Master 70+ (70 or older as of 12/31)
FITA Barebow – (Cadet & older)
FITA Barebow – (Bowman & Cub)

M/F: 30m
M/F: 50m
M/F: 60m
M/F: 70m
M/F: 70m
M/F: 60m
M/F: 60m
M/F: 60m
M/F: 50m
M/F: 30m

Styles & Additional Information: Olympic, Compound, Compound Fingers (Masters only), Barebow (recurve). USAA FITA dress code
encouraged but not mandatory. No electronic devices allowed on the line (including lighted sights). Arrows must be 9.3mm or smaller and
marked with the archer’s initials on the arrow shaft (or wrap). Compound maximum poundage = 60#. Archers not shooting FITA‐legal
equipment may still compete as guests in both the Qualifier and Shoot‐off and are eligible for Shoot‐off prizes. All FITA scoring and
tournament rules apply.
Directions to Blackhawk Bowhunters: From Madison, take 18/151 south/west towards Verona. Exit Hwy PB/M. South on PB. Club is located
on right, shortly after Kwik Trip. 2103 Cty PB, Verona, WI. Website: blackhawkbowhunters.com
*Field conditions permitting. If field is flooded the format will be revised to shoot the compound WA qualifier format with Bowman @ 25m,
Cub @ 30m and Cadet through Masters @ 50m shooting the 80cm target face (6‐ring or full size). Rest of format as described above.

